Abstract: The article focuses on the study of metacommunicative means, and a unified approach to their classification is implemented. Special attention is drawn to distinguishing the main types of autonomous metacommunicative means and their functioning in manipulative discourse. The results show that the group of autonomous metacommunicative units comprises all those means, which preserve their metacommunicative functions even when other functions dominate.
The focus of this article is on the group of autonomous metacommunicative units only, and they are analyzed and discussed below. 
Autonomous metacommunicative units
solution may be to use syntactic complexity and independence as a criterion for these two groups of units. Thus, independent structures, i.e., sentences used metacommunicatively, belong to explicit metacommunicative devices; and dependent structures, i.e., word-groups and separate words used metacommunicatevily, constitute a group of markers. These units are further subdivided into various types, as shown in Figure 2 . An analysis of these structures is provided below.
Explicit metacommunicative devices
As noted above, explicit metacommunicative devices or "perlocutionary optimizers"
in the terms of Kryvoruchko (Криворучко 2011: 9-12 ) are declarative, interrogative, and imperative sentences, or declaratives, interrogatives, and imperatives, respectively.
The main feature of all structures of this group, as I see it, is that they are not propositionally but sociatively meaningful. Therefore, instead of providing or obtaining 'lacking' information, or confirming / denying their statement, they express indirect imposition to maintain verbal contact. The function of these metacommunicative means is in additional nomination of questions or imposition, (Rowling 2008) In this excerpt of Rowling's influential speech, one of the metacommunicative means is the modal verb (might), and expression (is impossible), which help the speaker create a hypothetical situation for the audience on the basis of her own experience. Due to the constative, which is the part of the composite sentence (some failure in life is inevitable), she introduces and programs the idea that one should not be afraid to live, since, in any case, all people fail in something.
AUTONOMOUS METACOMMUNICATIVE UNITS IMPLICIT WORD-COMBINATIONS, OR METACOMMUNICATIVE MARKERS

Interrogatives
In the field of pragmatic studies, interrogatives have been rather well-analyzed in a number of research works (Арюхина 2006; Бондарик 2011; Гедз 1998; Грабовська 2014; Малюга 2001; Стрельченко 2016; Чхетиани 1987, 1989, 1991 Example 5 clearly demonstrates that direct imperatives (Rouse yourself! Do not forget mankind, your creature!) are used here as intensifiers of "we must continue to cry out", which precedes them, and "our cry to God", which follows. The word-combination "our cry to God" is repeated in parallel imperatives, the imposition of which is somewhat softened with Let-structures. In any case, the expressive usage of all those imperatives proves that they have turned into metacommunicative. 
Combined structures
As the analysis shows, declaratives, interrogatives, and imperatives can combine forming some blocks, which are highly effective ways of expressing and creating climax in planned discourse, including manipulative. Their main function is to motivate, prompt, impose, or provoke the interlocutor to some particular behaviour desirable to the speaker. Such blocks may be of two types:
1) blocks of similar structures like "declarative+declarative", "imperative+imperative", "interrogative+interrogative";
2) blocks of various structures like "declarative+interrogative", "declarative+imperative", "declarative+interrogative", "interrogative+imperative".
These two types of blocks are illustrated in example 8: moreover, emotions are programmed by the speaker.
To sum up, I would like to say that declaratives, interrogatives, and imperatives as explicit metacommunicative devices are used for the additional accentualization of some events / words / actions of the speaker, irrespective of the type of discourse. When these devices are combined or turned into exclamatives, they happen to be an effective tool used to intensify the perlocutionary effect of the utterance. The only peculiarity I have come across while studying the use of the aforementioned devices in manipulative discourse, concerns interrogatives, namely echo questions and verifying questions, used by speakers (not listeners) to check the listener's attention, attitude, or reaction to the message.
Metacommunicative markers
The analysis of metacommunicative markers in current study is grounded in Pigrova's framework (Пигрова 2001), where they are viewed as specific indicators, employed by the speaker to convey the most frequently used meaning in the most minimized way.
Notably, they are more efficient, when compared to explicit metacommunicative devices. In her study, Pigrova (Пигрова 2001) organizes metacommunicative markers into two groups: (i) metalanguage markers and (ii) metatextual markers.
Overall, metalanguage markers are 'content-oriented' as the main function they perform is to organize and regulate interaction / speech in accordance with Grice (1975) interaction postulates. Metatextual markers are 'structure-oriented' as they are responsible for discourse cohesion and coherence. Moreover, the position of markers in the utterance may be significant in creating its perlocutionary effect.
Metalanguage markers
Metalanguage markers or metaoperators (in terms of Aryukhina (Арюхина 2006), additionally nominate the head act, verbalizing the speaker-/ listener-oriented action.
The relationship between a metalanguage marker and the head act are characterized as subordinative. The propositional and core content is in the head act, while the metalanguage marker services it, either intensifying or softening intentions embedded in it, thus performing an additional function. As I see it, metalanguage markers can be further subdivided into: (i) speech organizers; (ii) approximate nomination devices;
and (iii) interaction regulators. With respect to speech organizing markers, two specific features should be considered in manipulative discourse. The first concerns the 'stylistic' devices used to design a particular utterance. If the speaker needs to gain the favour of the interlocutor irrespective of the speaker's real attitude towards the latter, very polite positive devices are used. However, if the speaker needs to get rid of the interlocutor or make the latter think badly of someone, devices with a negative connotation are employed. The second feature is linked to the number of devices used by the speaker: when the speaker 'bombards' the interlocutor mostly with сontact-establishing and contact-maintaining markers in order to impress him / her.
The reasons for manipulation can be various, which leads to the employment of various strategies. However, they have a common aspect: the use of speech-organizing markers which hide the true motive of their use. I would like to illustrate it with examples.
The examples given below describe a meeting of cast members (Hal, Lotus, Mac and three other) in a new movie "ETERNITY FOREVER" directed by Viktor Taransky with Simone as the lead. The manipulator here is Viktor Taransky, and he conceals the fact that Simone, a top actress and the star in all his movies, does not exist in reality;
she is virtually modeled by the computer program 'Simulation One'. In a situation with a meeting, he intentionally uses stereotypical 'small talk' with relevant speechorganizing markers. This gives him an excuse for leaving the conference room and additional time, which he needs to make his plan work. but remember), and metatextual markers, which are analyzed below.
Metatextual markers
Metatextual markers are used to mark the boundaries of the communicative blocks of discourse. Though optional, they make the text coherent (Гнездилова 2014a; Пигрова I should also consider cases, when similar, but not the same initial markers are used in anaphoric structures. In such a way, they create inciting parallel structures, intensifying In sum, it should be pointed out that implicit metacommunicative units or markers, namely metalanguage and metatextual markers, are used as interaction or discourse organizers respectively. In manipulative discourse speech organizers, approximate nomination devices, and interaction regulators as types of metalanguage markers are used to distract the interlocutor's attention. Metatextual markers in manipulative discourse give extra force to that which is rendered by the head act.
Conclusions
The results of the analyses of metacommunicative units allow me to speak of three groups of metacommunicative units: (i) autonomous and (ii) contextually-dependent metacommunicative units, which are formed synthesizing inner aspects of communication; in comparison to (iii) metacommunicative indicators as genre triggers, which detone communicative qualities, imposed from the outside (see Fig. 1 above) .
The focus of this research is on analyzing autonomous metacommunicative units only. Fig. 2 above).
What I want to highlight here is the specifics of use of the aforementioned units in Киевский государственный педагогический институт иностранных языков, с. 
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Résumé in English
This article focuses on the study of metacommunicative means. A unified approach to their classification is based on an assumption of the metapragmatic awareness of people. The author differentiates three groups of metacommunicative units, giving special attention to distinguishing the basic types of autonomous metacommunicative means and their functioning in manipulative discourse. The results show that the group of autonomous metacommunicative units comprises all those means which do not lose their metacommunicative functions with a change of the context. The aforementioned units may be in the form of explicit metacommunicative devices (i.e. declaratives, imperatives and interrogatives) or implicit word-combinations / words, known as markers (i.e. metalanguage and metatextual markers). The analysis of these devices in manipulative discourse allowed the author to discover that autonomous metacommunicative units, being supportive in the utterance, may perform not only 'contacting' and regulating functions, but also become effective instruments of manipulation. Explicit metacommunicative devices, especially interrogatives, the metacommunicative nature of which is by now self-evident, are used to encourage, impose, or incite the interlocutor to some particular behavior desirable to the speaker.
They happen to be a valuable tool used to intensify the perlocutionary effect of the utterance as well as metatextual markers that, being 'structure-oriented', are responsible for discourse cohesion and coherence. On the contrary, metalanguage markers, being 'content-oriented', i.e. organizing and regulating interaction / speech in accordance with Grice interaction postulates, are used by the speaker to distract the interlocutor's attention and to conceal the true motive from the hearer while pursuing his/her own interests. Ce sont des moyens importants susceptibles de renforcer l'effet perlocutif du discours, tout comme les marqueurs métacontextuels qui, tout en étant des éléments structurels, assurent la cohésion et la cohérence du discours. Les marqueurs métalinguistiques portent, au contraire, sur le contenu car ils organisent et régissent l'intercation en fonction des postulats interactifs définis par Grice et sont employés pour détourner l'attention de l'interlocuteur et lui dissimuler la vraie intension du message.
Mots-clés: métacommunication, métadiscours, métacommunicatifs, moyens métacommunicatifs explicites / implicites, marqueurs métalinguistiques/ métacontextuels, dicours manipulateur.
Résumé in Russian
Статья посвящена изучению метакоммуникативных средств и выделению унифицированного подхода к их классификации, исходя из метапрагматической 
